DECLARATION OF COMMITMENT

to the European Charter for researchers
and Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers

The JUSTSTUDIUMANIMA L.L.C., represented by Director, Viorica Blanari, welcomes and fully supports the initiative of the European Commission concerning the Commission's Recommendations of the 11th of March 2005 on the European Charter for Researchers and the Code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers. By endorsing Charter & Code, the JUSTSTUDIUMANIMA L.L.C recognizes the value of its principles and willingly commits itself to applying for them. Several of the general principles, proposed by Charter & Code, are a common practice at the JUSTSTUDIUMANIMA L.L.C. However, in adhering to the above mentioned recommendations, the JUSTSTUDIUMANIMA L.L.C. will reinforce its effort to create the pertinent framework within which its researchers would develop their careers while at the same time contributing to the development of the European Research Area.
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